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UK TIME

07.45  REGISTRATION & WELCOME COFFEE

08.00  EUROPEAN OPENING (TRANSMITTED TO ALL PARTIES)

WELCOME
Dr. Nader Maleki
Founder, FUTURE EUROPE, Frankfurt am Main

EUROPEAN KEYNOTE SPEECH
Peter Praet (pre-recorded speech)
Member of the Executive Board, European Central Bank, Frankfurt am Main

BLOCK 1

08:10  LONDON DISCUSSION 1

HOW FINANCE CAN CONTRIBUTE TO AN INCLUSIVE AND SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY?

- How to complete a fully-fledged Banking Union?
- Capital Market Union after Brexit?
- Replacing bank lending by capital market instruments?
- What to expect from the gradual normalization of the expansive monetary policy?

WELCOME AND OPENING IN LONDON
Eric Menges
President & CEO, FrankfurtRheinMain GmbH
International Marketing of the Region, Frankfurt am Main

Rain Newton Smith
Chief Economist, Confederation of British Industry, London

Lorenzo Codogno
Visiting Professor in Practice, European Institute, London School of Economics and Political Science, London; Former Director-General, Treasury Department, Italian Ministry of Economy and Finance

MODERATION
Prof. Dr. Stefan Collignon
Visiting Senior Fellow, European Institute, London School of Economics and Political Science, London; Professor of Political Economy, Sant'Anna School of Advanced Studies, Pisa
HOW FINANCE CAN CONTRIBUTE TO AN INCLUSIVE AND SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY?

Lorenzo Bini Smaghi
Chairman of the Board of Directors, Société Générale, Paris

Roland Boekhout
Member of the Management Board, Banking & Head of Market Leaders, ING Group, Amsterdam

Rain Newton Smith
Chief Economist, Confederation of British Industry, London

Prof. Dr. Joachim Wuermeling
Member of the Executive Board, Deutsche Bundesbank, Frankfurt am Main

MODERATION
Ulrich Barths
Financial Reporter, hr-INFO, ARD-Hörfunk-Börsenstudio in Zusammenarbeit mit Deutschlandradio, Frankfurt am Main

09.50 COFFEE AND NETWORKING BREAK

BLOCK 2

10.10 EUROPEAN KEYNOTE SPEECH (ALL PARTIES)

Amélie de Montchalin
Minister of State for European Affairs, attached to the Minister for Europe and Foreign Affairs, Paris

10:20 LONDON DISCUSSION 2

HOW TO COMBINE THE NEED OF INTEGRATION WITH THE SUBSIDIARITY PRINCIPLE?

• Does the Euro Area need its own common budget?
• Should taxes become more harmonized?
• Is there a need for some basic social insurance system at the European level?
• Can we strengthen political integration in times of re-nationalization?
• What approach to choose for EU institutional governance? More subsidiarity or more common responsibility?
• Can the European Parliament represent all European citizens adequately?
• Responsibility of the economic sector - what can business leaders do?

Prof. Simon Hix
Harold Laski Professor of Political Science, Department of Government, Pro-Director (Research), London School of Economics and Political Science

Prof. Dr. Stefan Collignon
Visiting Senior Fellow, European Institute, London School of Economics and Political Science; Professor of Political Economy, Sant'Anna School of Advanced Studies, Pisa

MODERATION
Prof. Simon Glendinning
Head of the European Institute and Professor in European Philosphy, European Institute, London School of Economics and Political Science
11:00 EUROPEAN DISCUSSION 2 (TRANSMITTED TO ALL PARTIES)

HOW TO COMBINE THE NEED OF INTEGRATION WITH THE SUBSIDIARITY PRINCIPLE?

Marieke Blom
Chief Economist, ING Netherlands, Amsterdam (from Amsterdam)

Kishwer Falkner, Baroness Falkner of Margravine
Chair of the EU Financial Affairs Sub-Committee in the House of Lords, London (from London)

Agnès Pannier-Runacher
Secretary of State to the Minister of Economy and Finance, Paris (from Paris)

Prof. Dr. Gesine Schwan
Co-Founder and President, Humboldt-Viadrina Governance Platform, Berlin (from Frankfurt)

MODERATION
Laurent Lascols
Global Head of Public Affairs, Société Générale, Paris (from Paris)

12:00 LUNCH AND NETWORKING BREAK

BLOCK 3

13:00 EUROPEAN DISCUSSION 3 (TRANSMITTED TO ALL PARTIES)

HOW TO REINFORCE EUROPE’s GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS IN AN UNCERTAIN AND CHANGING WORLD?

- Is Europe’s intergovernmental system adequate for dealing with these challenges?
- Europe’s role and participation in international fora?
- Can the EU become a leader in international trade policy?
- Does Europe do enough to halt Climate Change, promote Sustainable Development Goals and provide Green Finance.

EUROPEAN KEYNOTE SPEECH
Jaap de Hoop Scheffer
Professor of International Relations and Diplomatic Practices at the Institute of Security and Global Affairs (ISGA) of Leiden University, Former NATO Secretary General, former Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands (from Amsterdam)

DISCUSSION

Prof. Simon Hix
Harold Laski Professor of Political Science, Department of Government, Pro-Director (Research), London School of Economics and Political Science (from London)

Reinhard Bütikofer
Member of the European Parliament (Greens/EFA); Co-Chair of the European Green Party (EGP), European Parliament, Brussels (from Frankfurt)

Jaap de Hoop Scheffer
Professor of International Relations and Diplomatic Practices at the Institute of Security and Global Affairs (ISGA) of Leiden University, Former NATO Secretary General, former Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands (from Amsterdam)
Michala Marcussen  
Group Chief Economist and Head of Economic and Sector Research  
Société Générale, Paris  

MODERATION  
Dr. Rem Korteweg  
Head of the Europe in the world unit, Clingendael Research, The Hague  

CLOSING REMARKS  
Pierre Moscovici  
European Commissioner, Economic and Financial Affairs, Taxation and Customs, Brussels  

14:00 END OF EUROPEAN SESSION – to be continued locally in Amsterdam, London and Frankfurt  

14:00 FRANKFURT MEETS LONDON – LONDON MEETS FRANKFURT  

INTRODUCTORY KEYNOTE SPEECH  
Guenter Oettinger  
Commissioner for Budget and Human Resources  
European Commission, Brussels  

DISCUSSION  
Uwe Becker  
Mayor, City of Frankfurt, Frankfurt am Main  

Nick Jefcoat  
Chairman, German-British Society Rhein-Main e.V. Frankfurt am Main  

Bojan Markovic  
Deputy Director in Economics, Policy and Governance, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development – EBRD, London  

Eric Menges  
President & CEO, FrankfurtRheinMain GmbH  
International Marketing of the Region, Frankfurt am Main  

Dr Daniel Roder,  
Founder Pulse of Europe, Frankfurt am Main  

Frank Scheidig,  
Chairman Region Rhein-Main, British Chamber of Commerce in Germany, Frankfurt am Main  

Prof. Dr. Adalbert Winkler  
Professor for International Development Finance  
Frankfurt School of Finance and Management, Frankfurt am Main  

MODERATION  
Prof. Dr. Stefan Collignon  
Visiting Senior Fellow, European Institute, London School of Economics and Political Science; Professor of Political Economy, Sant'Anna School of Advanced Studies, Pisa  

15:00 END OF FUTURE EUROPE CONFERENCE IN FRANKFURT AND LONDON